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property. If such is the case, the total
amount of the credits with respect to
such property is limited to the amount
of the Federal estate tax attributable
to the property, determined in accordance with the rules prescribed for computing the ‘‘second limitation’’ set
forth in § 20.2014–3. The application of
this section may be illustrated by the
following example:
Example. The decedent, a citizen of the
United States and a domiciliary of Country
X at the time of his death on May 1, 1967, left
a taxable estate which included bonds issued
by Country Z and physically located in
Country X. Each of the three countries involved imposed death taxes on the Country Z
bonds. Assume that under the provisions of a
treaty between the United States and Country X the estate is entitled to a credit
against the Federal estate tax for death
taxes imposed by Country X on the bonds in
the maximum amount of $20,000. Assume,
also, that since the decedent died after November 13, 1966, so that under the situs rules
referred to in paragraph (a)(3) of § 20.2014–1
the bonds are deemed to have their situs in
Country Z, the estate is entitled to a credit
against the Federal estate tax for death
taxes imposed by Country Z on the bonds in
the maximum amount of $10,000. Finally, assume that the Federal estate tax attributable to the bonds is $25,000. Under these
circumstances, the credit allowed the estate
with respect to the bonds would be limited to
$25,000.
[T.D. 6296, 23 FR 4529, June 24, 1958, as
amended by T.D. 6742, 29 FR 7928, June 23,
1964; T.D. 7296, 38 FR 34193, Dec. 12, 1973]
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Proof of credit.

(a) If the foreign death tax has not
been determined and paid by the time
the Federal estate tax return required
by section 6018 is filed, credit may be
claimed on the return in an estimated
amount. However, before credit for the
foreign death tax is finally allowed,
satisfactory evidence, such as a statement by an authorized official of each
country, possession or political subdivision thereof imposing the tax, must
be submitted on Form 706CE certifying:
(1) The full amount of the tax (exclusive of any interest or penalties), as
computed before allowance of any credit, remission, or relief;
(2) The amount of any credit, allowance, remission, or relief, and other
pertinent information, including the
nature of the allowance and a descrip-

tion of the property to which it pertains;
(3) The net foreign death tax payable
after any such allowance;
(4) The date on which the death tax
was paid, or if not all paid at one time,
the date and amount of each partial
payment; and
(5) A list of the property situated in
the foreign country and subjected to
its tax, showing a description and the
value of the property.
Satisfactory evidence must also be submitted showing that no refund of the
death tax is pending and none is authorized or, if any refund is pending or
has been authorized, its amount and
other pertinent information. See also
section 2016 and § 20.2016–1 for requirements if foreign death taxes claimed as
a credit are subsequently recovered.
(b) The following information must
also be submitted whenever applicable:
(1) If any of the property subjected to
the foreign death tax was situated outside of the country imposing the tax,
the description of each item of such
property and its value.
(2) If more than one inheritance or
succession is involved with respect to
which credit is claimed, or if the foreign country, possession or political
subdivision thereof imposes more than
one kind of death tax, or if both the
foreign country and a possession or political subdivision thereof each imposes
a death tax, a separate computation
with respect to each inheritance or
succession tax.
(c) In addition to the information required under paragraphs (a) and (b) of
this section, the district director may
require the submission of any further
proof deemed necessary to establish
the right to the credit.
§ 20.2014–6 Period of limitations on
credit.
The credit for foreign death taxes
under section 2014 is limited to those
taxes which were actually paid and for
which a credit was claimed within four
years after the filing of the estate tax
return for the decedent’s estate. If,
however, a petition has been filed with
the Tax Court of the United States for
the redetermination of a deficiency
within the time prescribed in section
6213(a), the credit is limited to those
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